Dry Film Dispenser
Mega Part No.27-22700
This dispenser has been designed to provide light safe storage and trouble
free dispensing of dry film in a production environment. It is quick and easy to
load, has a convenient storage facility for associated tools and incorporates
an effective film measurement gauge.
Loading Film
In safe light conditions for the film carry out the following steps.
1/ Raise the lid so that it locks in the ‘open’ position.

2/ Gently pull outwards the locking ears on the lid sides so that they clear the
lugs at each end of the clamp bar, and lift the lid further so that it comes to
rest on its own over the back of the dispenser.

3/ Lift out the tray.

4/ Lift upwards both lugs of the clamp bar and direct rearwards so that the
lugs rest on the steps thus latching the clamp uppermost in its open
position.

5/ Remove the roll of film from the packing carton complete with the square
end supports, remove the end supports to facilitate the removal of the black
polythene sheet protecting the film, (retain the film information label
holding this sheet in place for future reference). Replace the end supports
and place the assembly directly into the dispenser so that the film will
de-spool from the top of the roll.

6/ Gently remove the tape holding the film to the roll. Feed the full width of the
film under the clamp bar. Unlatch the clamp bar so that the film is held in
place.

7/ Place any moisture absorbing packets found in the packaging in the
dispenser with the film, and replace the tray so that it sits on the roll
supports.

8/ Refit lid in the ‘open’ position.

9/ Fit film gauge bar.

Operation
Film is drawn by hand across the indicators on the gauge when the clamping
bar is raised by lifting the lid further with the other hand. When sufficient film is
drawn the film can then be cut safely in the cutting channel in front of the
automatic film clamp.

Note
When not in use, remove the gauge bar and place in the storage tray, then
shut the lid.

